CLEAR-COM PRESENTS LATEST INTERCOM AND INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS AT BROADCAST ASIA 2014

ALAMEDA, USA – MAY 12xx, 2014 – Clear-Com® will bring its latest intercom and infrastructure solutions to Stand 5D3-02 at Broadcast Asia 2014. Highlights on the stand will include the new ProGrid™, the fiber-based infrastructure system that enables users to transport and distribute audio, intercom, video signals and control data, and two new HelixNet partyline user devices that expand the digital network partyline platform.

ProGrid is based on the open AES3 and AES10 (MADI) standards, providing fiber-based transport, routing and format conversion as well as distribution of audio, intercom, video signals and control data with full management and diagnostic capabilities over the Optocore® and SANE platform. Clear-Com also offers the BroaMan MUX-22 video distribution device, which further broadens the company’s capabilities to provide scalable, protocol independent transport of up to eight 3G/HD/SD-SDI video signals in each device. The MUX-22 can operate with the ProGrid systems or as a standalone solution.

HelixNet is the industry’s first digital network partyline intercom system, designed to provide exceptional audio quality, flexibility, ease of use, and an expandable platform. Two new user devices and a new mounting unit were recently added to the HelixNet line:

- **HRM-4X Remote Station** - provides the intercom functionality of the Main Station but without powering the system or housing interfaces, and is therefore a more compact unit. The Remote Station provides access to four simultaneous channels of intercom communication, plus program audio. It receives audio data, control data, and DC power via the same cable, and additionally has the capability to be locally powered via an external power supply or use Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) connection.

(more)
• **HKB-2X Speaker Station** - receives four channels of intercom communications simultaneously over a single cable, and is able to monitor all four and communicate on any two of those channels at any given time. The user can also receive and monitor a separate level-controllable program feed.

• **S-Mount** - an attractive yet durable mount that enables the Speaker Station to be used in portable applications. It can be surface mounted or set as a desktop, and is adjustable to suit the user. It includes a DC Power connector and XLR-3M and XLR-3F Powerline Intercom Ports for easy connection; additionally it has the capability to be locally powered via an external power supply or use Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) connection.

The new units, added to the existing HMS-4X Main Station, the HBP-2X HelixNet Beltpack and several interface modules, round out the HelixNet digital partyline offering.

Edmund Song, Regional Sales Manager, Clear-Com, said, "The HelixNet system is winning great favour with customers who appreciate the simplistic yet feature-rich design of this much expanded system. The new units offer more user options for supporting certain workflow or system setup. We look forward to discussing their benefits with our Asia Pacific customers at Broadcast Asia 2014."

**About Clear-Com®**
Clear-Com, an HME company, is a global provider in professional voice communications systems since 1968. We develop and market proven intercom technologies such as Analog & Digital Partyline, Digital Matrix, Wireless and Intercom-over-IP systems for critical communication applications in broadcast, performance venues, military, government and enterprise markets. Recognized for our legacy of intercom innovations, production teams around the world have come to depend on Clear-Com for clear, reliable and scalable communications solutions. For more information, please visit [www.clearcom.com](http://www.clearcom.com).
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